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Student-Run Campus
Coffeehouse Okayed
A faculty advisory council registered approval Monday of a
proposal to turn an area in the basement of the Old Science Building
into a student coffeehouse.
Control of the facilities will be given to the students on a temporary basis until June, with responsibility for maintaining "continuity" in the hands of Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J.
Brent Vaughters, ASSU Treasurer, indicated that a steering
committee will probably be set up to consider methods of operation for the proposed coffeehouse. One possible alternative to direct
student operation would be to sublet the facilities to a private firm.
The allocated area, currently in use by the biology department,
was the site of a previous coffeehouse, the "Cave."
Vaughters said that plans for the new facility will be greatly
affected by financial considerations.
ASSU President Gary Meisenburg,commenting on the proposal,
we face are
said "the financial and managerial responsibilities
quite challenging to say the least, but Iam pleased that the ASSU
was granted this opportunity, and Ilook forward to a very suc-

cessful operation."

Peter Nero. Talent
Planned for March

S.U.'S FAVORITE DIAMONDS: The 1967
Diamond Affair Homecomingcourt poses
on the stairs of the A. A. Lemieux Library. They are, from left, Pat Cullinane,

"It's a variety show," said
Pianist Peter Nero will per"so all acts are welStevens,
p.m.
at
8
form in concert at S.U.
March 1, under the sponsorship come, but no burlesque,please."
of the ASSU SpecialEvents ComSuzanne Champoux, Janis Soma, Kathy mittee. Tickets will go on sale
Veselovsky, Queen Valeria Kautzky, Sue at alater date.
The SpecialEvents Committee
Thoma, Flo Semple, Jane DeFuria and
present a full slate of stuwill
Wolney.
Patti
and big-name entertaindent
Lane
Th top cadet ineach class was
Spectator photo by Emmett
ment during the remainder of awarded the Academic Excellthe quarter. "Lillies of the ence Award, a gold fourragere,
Field," a movie starring Sidney at ROTC drill this morning. The
Portier, will be shown at 7:30 award, signifying the highest
p.m. on Feb. 28 in Pigott Audi- performance in both academic
torium. Another recent movie, and drill achievement, is pre"Macbeth," will be screened on sented each quarter on the basis
March 7.
of performance in the preceed-

Gold Fouragere
Awarded Today

—

Elections to Feature New Face
By Adding of Voting Machines

Because a large percentage of
will be at the end of February
and final elections on March 1-2. the students have never used
"Specific issues that appeal to voting machines, sample ballots
various interest groups will ap- and directions will be available
coordinator. "The election board pear on the ballots as well as before the election.
hopes to change and extend the the candidates' names," Maelection program to increase stu- honey added. There is room for
dent involvement by making the 25 choices for both the primary Ist Prize, Gammas:
elections interesting to every- and final election. The honors
one," he announced.
program, dorm hours and the
Plans have been started to use draft have been suggested as
voting machines in the ASSU topics for the opinionpoll.Clubs
and AWS elections later this and groups on campus may
quarter. The machines will be lobby for their views at the
Gamma Sigma Pi captured
located in one centralized area, same time as the election cam- first place in the Homecoming
probably the first floor of the paigns.
Display competitionSunday with
library.
Plans for a league of women a pictorial review of S.U.'s 75voters, sponsored by the AWS, -year history. The display feaBETWEEN FIVE and eight are also underway. The group tured photographs of sports
machines will be available for would publish a pamphlet on the events and other facets of unithe days of voting, probably qualifications of the candidates versity life from vintage days
from 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Primaries and work to get students to the to 1967.
polls.
Second place went to the A
Phi
O's who featured a whiteenthusiasm,
"INTEREST AND
"S.U.
similar to the national election, pillaredwalk-indisplay.An
President's Day
presentedby the
Diamond
Mine"
goal,"
the
"The
Mahoney
is
said.
Friday is President's day
featuring
stringent restrictions on the can- Intercollegiate Knights
and willbe a holiday.Classes
sculpture
of a
four-foot
ice
a
campaigns
hopedidates'
will
will resume Monday.
diamond took third.
be
loosened
and
fully
the
stuFr. Edmund Morton, S.J.
Competition for fourth place
dent body will be more aware of
Academic President
in a tie between the
resulted
elections,"
the
he said.
education club which presented

By MAGGIE KENNEDY
New ideas are in the air, according to Leon Mahoney, recently appointed election board

Students will entertain students in a talent show Feb. 17.
Acts are needed, according to
George Stevens, Special Events
coordinator. Interested students
should contact Stevens or Bob
Scott in the committee offices in
theChieftain.

ing quarter.
Those receivingthe award this
quarter were LarryMcWilliams,
a senior from Spokane; Wayne
Puckett, a junior from Seattle;
sophomore Philip Roppo of Seattle, and freshman John Essman of Kelso.

Club Display Winners Announced

Crew Association, MUN
Await Senate Decision
Seven bills await the student
Senate's decision at 12:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Chieftain conference room. Only two bills were
introduced at the last meeting.
One, if passed, would investigate the ratingof the Radio Club
and the Model United Nations.
The other recommends the athletic department recognize the
S.U. Crew Association (SUCA).
Up again for passage is the
granting of ASSU passes to AWS
officers, as amended, the election code revision and ruling on

a skit, and the International
Club whose display featured pictures from around the world.
Co-Chairmen for the display
event were Tom Gibson and
Barb Champoux.Judging the en-

tries were Fr. Joseph Maguire,

the white shirt section at base- S.J.; Mrs. Florence MacKenzie,
ball games.Also policy concern- director of Bellarmine Hall, and
ing ASSU scholarship and the Fr. John Monahan, S.J., a visitestablishment of a Campus ing priest.
Forum.
The ASSU passes to AWS officers was amended by the folDorm Open House
lowing: "Should the persons runWomen's halls will have
ning the event request that the
open house from 1-5 p.m.
attend,
or if
AWS officers not
Sunday in conjunction with
there is a chance that the event
Homecoming. Rooms may be
be in financial difficulties, the
visited by friends and family
AWS officers shall use discretion of the dorm students.
and not attend said events."

GAMMA PI EPSILON WINS: Pretty Ann Koch smiles
from the Gamma display. Gammas won first prize at
Club Displays Sunday. Other winners were A Phi O,
I.K.'s and the Freshman Class.
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Bookstore Problem Evaluated; Ecumenical Dinner
Committee Recomends Solution Honors Lay Leader

The following is an open letter
submitted by theService Committee of the Core Critique program.
It is the opinion of that committee
and does not necessarily reflect
the opinion of The Spectator. It is
an introduction by the committee
to the service section of the Core
Critique questionnaire which will
be presented later this quarter.
By way of an open letter, the
students' Service Committee of
the Core Critique would like to
inform the students, faculty and
administration of S. U. of our
findings concerning the Bookstore and advisory system.
There are several facets to
the problem concerning our
Bookstore and advising system.
The viewpoint of the administration, faculty and students
may differ because each of
these bodies has a different association with the services.
WE FEEL that the S.U. Bookstore, while performing a valuable and much-needed service
to the students, has sometimes
failed, along with the faculty
and the Office of the Registrar,
to ascertain the book-student
ratio per class. By this we
mean that when the Office of
the Registrar and respective
department heads plan class
sizes, it sometimes appears that
if a class is reopened, the original book order is insufficient
for the increased enrollment.
As a result, students affected
by this problem are deprived
of necessary texts for an indefinite period. This problem may
not be eliminated, but we feel
that it could be alleviated somewhat by a closer coordination
between parties responsible for
the registration of students
and ordering of books. Concerning the mark-up policies of new
textbooks, S.U.'s Bookstore is
following the standard practice
of 20 per cent mark-up. For

Ecclesiastic heads of about
16 local churches met Saturday
in Bellarmine Hall. A principal
guest was Philip Scharper, a
prominent Catholic layman and
the main speaker at the Assembly for Christian Unity Sunday in the Seattle Opera House.
Scharper is editor-in-chief of

the most part the Bookstore's
policy on the buying back of
used texts is a fair one. It will
buy back a book at 50 per cent
of the retail but only if the
course is offered the following
quarter or the Bookstore does
not have sufficient copies of the
text on the shelves.
The second service under our
observation is tthe advisory
system. We feel that the purpose of this system is to help
the student coordinate an efficient and complete course of
studies in the field of his choice.
The teacher who is appointed
to be an adviser should be just
as concerned with his role of
advising as he is with the role
of teaching.
Advising should not be looked
on as part-time work. A closer
relationship ought to be estab-

ests so that he may be affiliated with an adviser in that field.
We feel that if these suggestions and the present regulations were more rigidly adhered
to the student could better benefit from the advisory system.
The suggestions put forth in
the letter are based solely on
he findings of this committee
and are our personal opinions.
Students will have an opportunity to express their opinions
through the Core Critique and
Teacher Evaluation questionnaire, on whether or not they
feel the afore-mentioned sug-

is needed between department

Illegal Parking Plagues Campus

lished between the adviser and
the advisee. More coordination

heads and the faculty acting in
advisory roles. There is a twofold obligationinvolved: A good
adviser is one who is well informed about course requirements, especially the core program, and a student's obligation
is to be well informed on his
particular course of study.

gestions

would be beneficial

education at S.U.
John Penny,

to

Committee chairman
Pat Carmody
Mary Connolly
LoyolaSiep

The ASSU treasurer's office
has announced a crackdown on
illegal parking in the Campion
Tower lot. As of tomorrow,
Treasurer Brent Vaughters has
announced, the only vehicles alpark in the Campion
IN ORDER for the advisory lowed to
lot
will
be
those which have
smoothly,
system to run more
"duly registered at the ASSU
we suggest a permanent work office."
sheet on the advisee for his duTo avoid tow-away, vehicle
ration at S.U. This would be
kept on file with the adviser owners must have given their
and would reflect his opinion license numbers to the ASSU
on the advisee's awareness and office, have their parking decattitude toward his course of als displayed in their front
and be properly
studies. If a change of major windshields
was decided upon, the work parked in a stall.
Cars no longer will be allowsheet would be forwarded to
the new adviser. In the pre-ma- ed to be parked around the
jor and first humanities pro- curbing in the lot, as has been
grams, a student should fill common practice, because of
out a questionnaire in which he complaints from the fire demay express his desired inter- partment that such vehicles

Sheed & Ward Publishers and
was a consultant to Vatican II
on the Church in the modern
world. He was formerly an assistant professor of English at
Fordham University and asso-

ciate editor of Commonweal.
Chairman of the board of the
Religious Education Association of the U. S. and Canada,
and organ of people interested
in religious education, Scharper
also is on the board of directors of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews.

block access to fire engines. In
addition, Vaughters said, passing motorists have frequently
called Campion to report a car

on fire, when it was actually
parked over a steaming man-

PHILIP SCHARPER

hole near the curb.

Emergencyparking stalls will
be made available (numbers
630-634) for those who have

been unable to obtain parking
stickers.

Official Notice
Students who have incompletes
from fall quarter 1966, must officially remove the "I" by February 2. The incomplete removal
card must be obtained from the
Registrar, the removal fee of
$5 paid at the Office of the Treasurer, the class work completed
and the removal card submitted
to the instructor before the deadline. The instructor will enter the
grade and return the card to the

registrar's office. Incomplete removal cards bearing the grades
will not be accepted from students.

To be considered official, the
incomplete removal card is to be
filed in the registrar's office by
February 2, or the grade of "E"
will automatically be entered on
the student's records,
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar

Good Luck for 75 More From
Community Friends
jgl
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Administrative Budget:

Freedom, Dignity $135 Billion
WASHINGTON, D.C.— (AP)—
President Johnson unveiled yesterday a record $135 billion administrative budget designed,
he says, to defend freedom
abroad and promote dignity at
home. It includes the largest re-

—

quest for military outlays $72.3

billion— since World War 11.
Measured by other standards,
budgetspending could go as high
as $172.4 billion but ot is the administratice budget on which
Congress will work.

TOTAL BY program of the
new budget:
National defense, $75.5 billion
including $72.3 billion for military functions; international affairs and finance, $4.8 billion;
space, $5.3 billion; agriculture,
$3.2 billion; natural resources,
$3.5 billion; commerce and
transportation,$3.1 billion; housing and community development,
$1 billion; health, labor and welfare,

$11.3 billion; education, $2.8

3

Lack of Funds Halts
Use of Old Library

The space vacated by the liIn brief, the new budget looks like this:
brary on the third floor of the
1968
1967
For Fiscal year ending June 30,
Building will re$126,729,000,000
$135,033,000,000 Liberal Arts
Total spending
main unused until the Univer72,300,000,000 sity can secure funds for its
66,950,000,000
Defense spending
126,300,000,000
116,995,000,000
conversion into another facility,
Income
Hedlund, University busiDonol
9,734,000,000
8,096,000,000
Deficit
manager,
said Monday.
ness
335,400,000,000
327,300,000,000
Debt at year-end
At the present time, budget
funds for capital improvements
are stretched to the limit. The
billion; veteran's benefits and higher postal rates in the 478- library, gutted of its furniture
services, $6.1 billion; interest -page budget book and four other and soon to be stripped of its
(on the national debt), $14.2 bil- documents he sent to Congress, shelves, will remain empty until
lion, and general government, one of them an apendix as big use can be made of it. The
$2.8 billion.
as a major metropolitan tele- shelves will be installed on the
fifth floor of the A. A. Lemieux
The only major spending cut phone directory.
apparent in the budget comes in
Johnson describes his budget Library.
Mr. Hedlund said the Universpace, down $300 million from as a careful balancebetweenthe
the current fiscal year. Officials nation's abundant resources and sity has a number of ways to
said spending for the Great So- its "awesome responsibilities." try to get the funds, once the
city is scheduled to increase by
"Our nation is stronger than plans for the space are com$1.9 billion.
ever before," Johnson writes. pleted. These include contribu"We need not, indeed, we dare tions from private businesses,
JOHNSON ASKS sacrifice in not, foresake our basic goals of foundation, grants and federal
the form of higher taxes and peace, prosperity,and progress." higher education grants.

The usage mentioned most often is that of a language lab and

classroom area. Mr. Hedlund
said, "The area will definitely
be used for academic purposes."
Until funds are available, the
old library, forgotten in the light
of the new building, will gather
dust.

30 Applications
For Scholarships
Five ROTC two-year scholarships will be awarded to cadet
applicants now attending S.U.,
the Department of the Army
has announced.
Interviewing for the applicants will take place in midFebruary and names of the
winners will be announced
based on final decisions by the
Army early in April.

Articles Needed

The Journeyman,quarterly
supplement to The Spectator,
is presently accepting articles

/»EAIT\

for this quarter's edition.
Topics may include politics,
religion, social criticism, literary criticism or other points
of contemporary interest.
Stories may range from 1,500
to 3,500 words.
Anyone Interested in submitting an article for publication should contact The Spectator office or call GaryBuckley at MU 2-1067.

Composer wants to know the score on '67 compacts
jrfo*\% DEAR REB:
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Despite |\
fiendish torture JL
dynamic BiC Duo 1
writes first time, m' it
every time!
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stick pens wins aßain
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in unending war

against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despitehorrible
punishment by mad

scientists, me still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder,
mc's "Dyamite" Ball
is thehardestmetal
made, encased in a
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I'm a well-known composer, and Ineed a new car.
The trouble is,I'm just too Bizet to pick one out. And
what's more, many of the new cars Isee are Offenbach in the garage for repairs.But Idohave a good
friend who is pleased with his new '67 Dodge Dart.
e was 9'ven an exce ent deal and Berlioz any
moneyon it. My Bach is to the wall. Can you helpme?

"
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dear LUDWIG.
y advice is that you let yourself Ravel in the enjoysporty, all-new Dart for '67.
menf qj
price
is a lot lower than you'd
You'll find its Liszt

And even though it's longer outside and
bigger inside this year, Dart's still an easy car to

expect.

Handel.
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campus store now.
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Here's the swinging, man-sized compact for '67 that's got three B's of
its own: Bold, Brassy and Beautiful. Dart has been completely restyled
this year, inside and out. It's longer, roomier, more powerful. But still at
that snug compact price. Drop in at your nearest Dodge Dealer's and
try it out for yourself.
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Academic Crisis Alarms Students

Editorial

Keep It Short

To the Editor:
S.U. may be in serious academ-

strated that reward and demand
grow together. But last year unrealistic work loads made reading speed the main difference
between an A and a C student.
What is important is that the department showed that a simple
decrease in work load is not the
answer; courses must be made
worth working for. When they
are, the student will work to his

simply memorize.

MANY TEACHERS have given
up on the average student.Others
And the debate continues. Once again The Spectator
simply try to teach withoutknowing how. All have one thing in
pages contain several replies and counter-replies to an
common— they cannot teach. It is
article by John Moen. But they have changed in charconsistently pointed out that these
acter. Several contain an honest effort to probe the prob- community.
teachers are a small minority,
how many does it take? The
lems presented by Moen rather than just an attack on
It is not difficult to pinpoint the but
cause of this crisis. tragedy is that all of them can potential.
immediate
the points in the article.
Students can come to class every become excellent.
IN THREE YEARS Ihave had
day
for a quarter without the
In the core, the student is inFor this reason we have stretched our word limit slightest
and one
involvement in their "ed- troduced to some of the deepest several great teachers
and allowed several letters to exceed the 200-word limit. ucation." It is not difficult; it is and most exciting books in West- who couldn't work a single math
Several of my classes
Space will not always permit this. We ask that letters merely senseless. But it happens ern civilization, but the introduc- problem.
probational quarter. tion too often neglects their bril- have resembled zombie heaven.
quarter
after
be kept within limits. In the future letters exceeding
Philosophy is Aristotelian, It is difficult for any student not
And yet every once in a while liance.
to feel frustrated with classes
the limit will be rejected or trimmed to meet space (consistently
physics
is engineering mechanics
teachers),
for some
like these.
requirements.
an instructor will say something and literature is basically EngThen do Iblame the students?
that brings these students alive. lish. Is this a whole-man educais not apathy;
We feel the campus newspaperis an important forum What is important is not the often tion? Can we really present such Yes. The situation
fact a parochial cross-section as an it is profound stupor. The core
for student opinion. We encourage letters on all subjects short-lived response, but thelearn,
introduction to human thought? as it stands now is not uninterestthat average students can
relevant to the interests of the students. The Spectator, understand
and
The history core has demon- ing, and the student who refuses
enjoy as well as
to work must expect to fail. On
however, retains the right to refuse letters contrary to
the other hand, is passing a
good
and
fair
comment.
limits of
taste
course the best reason for study?
Many students are wondering if
We hope students will continue to show an interest
college is worth the effort. The
problems.
Spectator
The
is a
in the University and its
draft board has one answer. Ours
consideration
newspaper
and for this reason first
student
should be much better.
experien.ce of my contemTo the Editor:
versaj
Raymond Panko
is given to letters or articles submitted by students.
Ihesitate to write this letter. poraries which can be verified in
I do not wish to become a part the fine work they have done in
of the general chorus cataloging pursuing their careers. Ibelieve
the obvious flaws in John Moen's this record speaks out to give
line of reasoning. Ifeel too much confidence to those who desire
to meet the problems which we To the Editor:
criticism becomes mere carping
and Ido not think S.U. needs too now face.
Just a short comment on some
much of that. Besides, I would
of the ideas of Victor Walling in
THIS
BRINGS
me
to
second
my
hate to see the opportunity to exarticle in The Spectator on
plore the truth in what Moeh has point. These criticisms are so his
Jan.
18.
I
connegative.
nothing
1965
can
find
Journalism,
However,
Award,
Sigma
Delta Chi
College
Firat
to say lost.
there are
According to the mind of Wall"All American" Award, Second Semester, 1965-'66— Associated Collegiate Prow
structive in them and, hence,
have
things
here
which
distwo
"Publication el Distinction" Award 1965-'66— Camolic School Press Association
ing and perhaps of some other
turbed me which Ifeel Ishould useful to us. It strikes me that
Published Wednesdays and Fridays during the school year except on holidays and during
the stance being taken is one of students in the honors program
speak on.
final examinations by students of Seattle University. Editorial and business offices at The
Socratic posturing, devoid of the (please note that Isay "perhaps"
Spectator-Aegis Building, 825 Tenth Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98122. Second-class postage paid of
Seattle. Wash Subscription: $4 a year, close relatives, alumni, $2.75, Canada, Mexico, $4 50:
qualities which separated Soc- and "some") just what is all this
pessifeel
that
the
FIRST,
I
$6
85
other foreign, $5.65; airmail in U.S.
rates from other men.
business of "dialog" and "critiin
which
the
letter
mistic
mood
MANAGING EDITOR: Sharon Ferguson
EDITOR Emmetf Lane
cism" and "challenge?"
reading
dialogs
of
the
shows
past
BUSINESS
MANAGER:
Michael
Palandri
is
cast
is
unwarranted.
The
A
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Richard Houser
FEATURE EDITOR: Judy Young
NEWS EDITOR: Lynne Berry
years of my ex- that his criticisms were always
five
the
years,
ASSISTANT PEATURE EDITOR: Mayo MeCabe
HE WRITES: "If each student
ASSISTANT NEWS ED'TOR: Maggie Kennedy
perience here, have been ones advised by responsibility and
COPY EDITOR: Cathy Zach
SPORTS EDITOR-. Pol Curran
teacher does this, each will
and
positive
in
EDITOR:
Dennis
Williams
Unitaken
with
a
end
accomplishment
Ray
Heltsley
ART EDITOR:
PHOTOGRAPHY
of
for the
MODERATOR: Fr, Joseph Maguire, S.J.
ADVISER: Mary Elayne Grady
versity. Ithink that the advance mind. It was this same desire walk out of the classroom with
20 times (in a class of 19 and one
Reporters: Mary Ellen Garvey, Peter Webb, John Sammons, Jim Freeman, Senja Bello, Carlin
here is remarkable, and it is cer- to make something good that instructor) what
Good, Kerry Webster, Mike Sanderson, Larry Crumet, Gale Werntz.
he walked in
tainly not paralleled in my ex- ruled the intellectuality of the
Sports Writer: Terry Zaremba.
teacher is talking
perience at other institutions.
Copy readers: Ann McQueen, Mary Ellen Garvey.
first honors seminar students, with. (If the
than 1/20th of the time,
Associate Art Editor: John Peterson.
Moreover, it is my experience whom Iknew and admired, and more
Advertising: Mack Clapp, manager; Joanne Rappe, Tom Bangasser.
then the class is that much defigraduate student that Igave who. Ithink, founded a tradition cient.)"
Photographer: Bob Richter
as
a
worth keeping.
Feature Writers: Judy Fery, Barbara Watch, Joanne Rappe, Cathy Carney, Melinda Lueum,
away something in background to
Greg Gapsis, Ron Perry, Dianne Bye, James Hill, James Davis, Michael Deehr,
If a student in my undergraduDon Hopps,
students from other institutions.
Robert Cumbow, Karen Rosebaugh, Maureen O'Brien, Anne Machung, Mary Ann
(Continued on page 12)
As far as Iknow, this is the uniPolitical science department
Frushour, Larry Crumet, Celeste Kline.
ic trouble. Last year, the combined core g.p.a. for English,
history and philosophy was 2.37.
Either a large number of these
D and E students are uneducable,
or we are failing as an academic

Positive Critics Needed
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S.U. Diamond: Queen Valeria Begins Reign
By DIANNE BYE
terest in things medical. She
Valeria Kautzky became and her three other nursingroommates rise at 5: 15
S.U.'s Homecoming queen major
a.m. Vicki puts in her shift at
and engaged to be married Overlake Memorial Hospital in
within the same few days. And Bellevue.
if Homecoming week promises
"I like pediatrics best,"
to be exciting to her, it may
beams Vicki. She is enrolled in
border on hectic for her fiance,
S.U.'s student Army-nursing
Mike Darling, a U.W. dental program.
She has two brothers

student.
"Mike has tests on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday," says
a sympathetic Vicki. "And on
the day of the Homecoming
dance, he has a big neural-anatomy

exam!"

VICKI SHARES Darling's in-

whole thing," Vicki says. Her

natural enthusiasm spiced an
air of brunette serenity as she
spoke of her election, the dances,
the game and all the celebra-

tions surrounding Homecoming.
"I didn't even know I had
gotten into the elections until
one of my roommates read me
the first list of 26 candidates."
Vicki wasn't home when the
at S.U., Tom, a junior, and Jim,
a freshman. She has an older box arrived bearing the roses
sister in the Army as a nurse, which would tell the outcome of
an older brother who teaches at the election. One rose would
South Georgia State and a mean that she was a princess.
younger brother in St. Regis Six roses would acclaim her
queen.
High School in Denver.
"I am very excited about the
"THE BOX IS too heavy to
hold just one rose," her roommates told her when she arrived. "You must be queen."
"Everyone has been wonderful to me," Vicki says. "Terry
Barber, Kris Everett and all

the members of the committee

worked so hard to plan Homecoming. If it had not been for

A CROWN AND ROSES: Crowns and roses are the traditional symbols of royalty. They are also S.U.'s symbol
for its queen, Valeria I.
Barb Teterud, for instance, it
would have fallen apart. The
committee arranged for my
parents to fly here, furnished
complimentary tickets to them,
my brothers, to Mike and my
special aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Bossi. They could-

n't have been more cordial.
They really treat me like a
queen."

Looking forward to the many
events to come, Vicki mused,
"I don't really know what it's
like to be a queen ask me
when it's all over."

—

Three Alternatives:

Some Avoid Draft in Canada

By DIANNE BYE

College st ude n t s are
among the more concerned
U.S. citizens viewingaghast
the Vietnam crisis.
The moral dilemma for
many young men involves fight-

EVEN A QUEEN HAS TO STUDY: Queen Valeria and
her fiance, Mike Darling, were hitting the books when
spotted by the photographer. Valeria is a nursing student and Darling is a dental student at the U.W.

quent for not responding to or-

have no basis in law for barring

their entry."
they return to the U.S., they will
Although knowledge of it is
face imprisonment unless they not wide-spread,this emergency
heed the draft. Yet, a country exit is a handy alternative for
very near the U.S. can provide the ethically disturbed objector
safety for those willing to re- or for the irresponsible draftmain expatriated to avoid the dodger. Col. Robert Matter,
ing in a war which they sincere- service. This country is Canada. head of the military science deDeputy Minister of Citizenship partment at S.U., commented
ly oppose. For such conscientious objectors three solutions and Immigration, Tom Kent, upon the possibility of draft-evaareopen:
wrote in a letter to Ramparts sion via Canada.
To stifle objections and serve magazine: "There is not any
"The draft is not a part of
in the armed forces, to refuse prohibition in the Immigration the military itself. We really
induction and thus subject them- Act or regulations against the don't have anything to say about
selves to a long imprisonment, admission of persons who may the Selective Service," prefaced
or to immigrate to a country not be seeking to avoid induction
the Colonel. "But," he continuinvolvedin the war.
into the armed services and, ed, "if an American feels in his
THOSE TAKING the final al- therefore, provided they meet own soul that he does not owe
(Continued on page 16)
alternative are declared delin- immigration requirements, we

ders from their draft boards. If

Jubilee Salutations From
Your Students
FRESHMAN CLASS

JutliOT CIaSS

Mike Barcott
Pres.

Tom Champoux
Pres.

SopLmore CL*5
BRIAN GURRY
PRES,
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Trio Specializes in 'Diamond
ation for "Diamond Affair."
Before fall quarter began,
Browder drew up a budget and
submitted it to the ASSU treasurer for the first time. (It was
again submitted in October and
approved by the ASSU financial

recruited Kristi as his secretarial chairman and Browder as his
For the record, this week- financial
chairman. Kristi and
end will be the climax of Browder, both juniors, unlike
S.U.'s "Diamond Affair," Barber, worked on Homecoming
which began with a mixer last activities last year.
Friday. For Homecoming chairTHE TRIO has since been
men Terry Barber, Kristi Everett and Gomez Browder, it will reinforced by 16 chairmen and
mark the end of a project which co-chairmen and innumerable
other workers. But by the time
began six months ago.
Barber, a senior who took of the first committee-chairmen
chairmanship of the Homecom- meeting in October, much was
ing committee last spring, first already accomplished in preparBy GALE WERNTZ

Affairs

board.)
The chairmen next planned
the calendar of events for Homecoming week and chose their
committees.
When school began, the committee set up shop in the student
activities office in the Chieftain.
Here they have since overseen
preparation for Homecomingactivities every day, often until
5 p.m.

—

Seattle Soundings
By CATHLEEN CARNEY
Students looking for entertainment Thursday night may
join an S.U. group attending
Seattle Repertory Theater that

Moliere's "Tartuffe,"
a witty comedy with serious
intent, will be performed at 8
p.m. Tickets remaining ten
minutes before curtain time
evening.

CHAIRMAN BARBER says he
gave the students working on DIAMOND AFFAIR BUILDERS: Pausing for a minute
Homecoming "a free hand." He to check Homecomings past are the tired but happy 1967
coordinated the work, helped to chairmen. They are, from left, Gomez Browder, financial
solve any problems that arose chairman; Kristi Everett, secretarial chairman, and Terry
and made sure everything planBarber, igeneral chairman.
ned was done.
Kristi took care of all Homecoming correspondence and major and work toward a career in Columbia to improve educaminutesof thecommittee's meet- as an executive secretary.
tional TV.
ings while assisting Barber.
Browder is now majoring in
Barber, an education major,
Browder also helped Barber plans to join the Peace Corps in economics and plans to get a job
and, of course, handled finances June. He will work on a project concerning foreignaffairs.
for Homecoming. "Diamond Affair" is financed, he says, mainly by the sock hops, big-name

presents works by Chopin and Ravel. 8:30
p.m.. HUB Auditorium, the U.W. Students
50 cents.
There may still be tickets left at the Seattle
Symphony office or at the Bon Marche for th«
Seattle Symphony Promenade Concert, featuring Andre Kostelanetz conducting and Glenn
Dicterow playing the Tschaikovsky Violin Concerto. 8:30 p.m., Friday and Saturday, Opera

are $1.50 to students. Interested
parties should contact Judy
Young, Bellarmine 637.
Homecoming activities are
uppermost in most students'
minds this week, but there is
plenty of other entertainment
in Seattle. For example:

DKAMA
This evening, the lost major work of the
poet Dylan Thomas, "Under Milk Wood," ll
to be broadcast on KINGFM. 8 p.m.
through Tuesday, Moliere s "TarTomorrow
"
tuffe will be dramatized at theofRep.
Carl SandNET presents "The World
burg, 9 p.m. Friday, Channel 9.
"Strange Bedfellows," a comedy dealing
with the fight for women suffrage on the
at
San Francisco Barbary Coast, continues St.,
the Cirque Playhouse, 3406 E. Union
Wednesday-Saturday.
Price
schedp.m.
8:30
ule varies, depending on the night of the
week.

MUSIC
This evening the renowned pianist Bela Siki

House.

Gerard Souzay, baritone, will sing at 8:30
p.m. Monday, Seattle Center Playhouse. Tickets are $4, available at the Bon Marche.
Bach, Gabrlelli, Louie White, James Case
and Gerald Kechley are the composers whose
works will be played on the organ in St.
Mark's Cathedral, 1551 10th Ave. E. 8:30
p.m., this Friday. Tickets may be purchased
at the door for $2 50.
Also on Friday, Leonard Bernstein will present a New York Philharmonic Young People's
Concert. Young performers, ranging from ages
13 to 21, will play a variety of different
instruments. Including the violin, cello, bassoon and oboe. 7:30 p.m., Channel 7.
Students who were unable to obtain tickets
to the Philadelphia String Quartet's performance this Friday must hear a tape of the
music at 8 p.m., Tuesday, on KUOW-FM.
Next Wednesdoy, the Seattle Opera Association Is offering a popular-priced performance of Puccini's "furandot." 7:30 p.m..
Opera House. Tickets are available from the
Bon Morche, ranging from $2.50-4.50.

entertainment, Homecoming

dance and button sales which
go on during the week.
The three chairmen are satisfied "so far" with the success of
"Diamond Affair." Barber says
workers have "done a good job."
KRISTI SEEMED to sum up
the entire committee's view
when she said, about her chairmanship, "It's a worthwhile experience. It gives you patience,
grey hairs, bags under your
eyes ."

..

ART
Through Feb. 5, an exhibit of photographs
prepared by the Office of Economic Opportunity, and aiming to show the face of the
poor will be on display at the Suzollo Library,
the U.W. Open 7:30 a.m.-11 p.m., MondayThursday; 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.; Friday; 9 a.m.-5
p.m., Friday, and 2-11 p.m. Sunday.

When Kristi recuperates from
her work on Homecoming, she
plans to continue her education
as a commerce and finance ma-

'Diamond Events'

TOMORROW— Student Homecoming dance, "Twilight inofDiathe
monds." 9 p.m.-l a.m., Grand and Spanish ballroom
OlympicHotel. Queen coronation.
FRlDAY— Student "Big Name" entertainment, 8 p.m., Seattle
Center Arena, featuring Glenn Yarbrough and The Pair Extraordinares. President's Day.
SATURDAY— AIumni luncheon, 12:30 p.m., Bellarmine Hall.
Presentation of S.U. Alumni Association Distinguished Service
Award. Homecoming basketball game, 8 p.m., Seattle Center
Coliseum, S.U. Chieftains vs. Montana State University Bobcats. Preliminarygame, 5:50 p.m., S.U. Papooses vs. Western
Washington State College junior varsity. Presentation of
Homecoming queen and princesses during varsity halftime.
Student dance, after the basketball game, San Juan Room,
Seattle Center.
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Do you want to be queen of the dance?
The court has been chosen, but you still have a chance.
The girl in the formal we've cleaned and pressed
Will always be queen, for she is best-dressed.
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DIAMOND
IK's complete work on railroad tunnelbefore displays opened

LaCour pivots as Jackson lands in Workman's arms

S.lJ.'s gems perform for the Education Club

-

Crew Associate

Old time saloon providedatmosphere forFrosh

1891

Jack Kriegerclomps through ballet in winningstyle

Down the hatch and into the hold

AFI
—

Spectator

,
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Marycrest girls love diamonds and diamonds

It's really "ice" (frozenvariety)

lays opened

Crew Association displays 33 foot shellon simulated water

AFFAIR
—

Spectator photos by Emmett Lane

It's six or out for the fish eaters

-

A Phi O's scurry to finish elaborate display

1966

Bearded Charlie Herdenerprepares to down "fish"
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Proposed Physical Education Facility
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
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S.U.-U.W. Basketball?

Montana State Team
Husky Leaders 'Overlook' Gome Challenges Chieftains
By PAT CURRAN

a game. Other leading Bobcat
scorers and their averages are
6-foot-7 center Jack Gillespie
(17.4), Jim Moffitt (11.3) and
Greg Harris (10.0).
In preparation for the game,
the Chiefs have returned to defensive and offensive fundamentals in practices. Conditioning is
also being emphasizedby Coach
Lionel Purcell.
The Chieftains havealso played
The 11-daylayoff between conthese teams, and they too have tests will enable the team to
defeated L.A. State and Idaho "back off and take a look at
State. However, the Chiefs lost itself," said Purcell. Week-long
to Weber State and Utah State closed practices will heighten
in away games.
the players' intensity.
A preliminary to the 8 p.m.
THE TOP scorer for the Bob- varsity game matches the Pa-

The Montana State Bobcats,
S.U.'s opponent for Saturday's
Homecoming contest, will not be
pushovers for the Chiefs.
After dropping their first
three contests, the Bobcats have
picked up to win nine of their
last 11. Numbered among their
victims are Los Angeles State,
Idaho State, Weber State and
Utah State University.

The government in Red
China rules over 700 million people and yet is not
recognized by the U.S. The
varsity basketball program at
S.U. though the athletic de-

—

partment represents 3,700 stu-

dents—is not recognized by the

U.W.

The situations parallel each
other in further aspects. Red
China's regime only recently
established itself in power and
has little tradition behind it.
Chieftain basketball stretches
back a mere 20 years and the
first days of power are just 15

cats is Tom Storm who is hitting at an average of 21.7 points

years removed.
Since S.U. is so new to major
college status, such a long-established institution as Huskydom
cannot acknowledge its existence until the Chieftain grows
senile.

IN A TALK with Bob Steiner,
associate director of athletics at
the U.W., several factors were
given as the criteria in drawing
up a basketball schedule. First
and foremost came tradition.
One suspects that this idea is
handed out as the basis for
composing a schedule because of
its complete vagueness.
If one objects that a school
acts in a prejudicial manner,
tradition will be lifted high to

shield the school's honor and
judgment.

Second on the list of scheduling factors is the coaches' background and their favored opponents. Mac Duckworth, U.W.

pooses against the Western
Washington J.V. at 5:50 p.m.

Review
'Funeral inIn Berlin
' Rated
'Average Disappointing'

smmrr

U.W. squeezed the squad into
its schedule.

STEINER has worked in the
U.W. athletic department for 20
years and to his knowledge no
overtures between the schools to
set up a game have occurred.
It seems that Steiner is uninformed.

Eddie O'Brien, S.U. athletic
that in 1958 an

director, relates

official approach was made and
the U.W. reply amounted to a
prolongedrejection.
In the past two months, Coach
headman, hails from the South. Lionel Purcell began a correConsequently, said Steiner, the spondence with Coach DuckHuskies met non-traditionaluni- worth on the possibility of an
versities like Houston and Loy- S.U.-U.W. game. The answer:
ola of New Orleans this season. No. According to Purcell, this is
The Japanese Olympic team the final attempt he will make
does not qualify as a traditional on the subject.
foe or a Duckworth-inspired
Bob Boyd, former Chieftain
choice. But Monday night the head coach and now Southern

By ROBERT CUMBOW
Michael Caine ("Alfie,"
"The Wrong Box") has not
to no avail.
yet made a really bad picWITH A history of refusals ture. But of his five films
like these, the hope of a Chiefs- to date, "Funeral inBerlin"
Husky meeting appears remote.
What ups the chances for the comes the closest.
cross-city contest is a U.W. stuCaine's first film, the very
dent push to play S.U.
popular and excellently done
Steiner minimizes student in- "Ipcress File," featured him in
terest as a determinant of ath- the role of Harry Palmer, innoletic scheduling. He points out cent, scrupulous agent of Her
that few students showed up to Majesty's Secret Service. It was
root for the Huskies against filled with dry British humor,
UCLA. To be realistic, how suspense, genuine plot complicould anyone root for a foregone cation and first-rate movie en-

California basketball mentor, also initiated S.U.-U.W. proposals

loss?
An advisory committee meeting of student body leaders and
the athletic department will discuss and debate the S.U.-U.W.
issue this month. If a vote in
favor of the inter-city match is
(Continued on page 15)

the film becomes so confusing
that it alsobecomes incredible. If
"Ipcress File" was a thoroughly
entertaining film, "Funeral in

Berlin" is an over-involved,often
frustrating sequel.

WHAT SAVES the film is
Cainehimself. He has real style.
He is human. Next to Harry
Palmer, JamesBond is a robot.

His scrupulous innocence ("I'm
not goin' to kill anyone in cold
blood .") andhis wry insubordination ("You'll 'ave to tell
Ross I'll be late") are his most
endearing traits, because they
are so unusual in the superidealized "secret agents" we are
tertainment.
"Funeral in Berlin," made by being fed by Hollywood these
the same company and again days.course,
Harry Palmer is
Of
starringCaine as Harry Palmer,
Hollywood.
not
He is straight
sequel.
Its
inadequate
is
as a
dry humor is too seldom and too from cockney London. In "Fudry. The plot complicationis fre- neral in Berlin," he is sent to
quently artificial, and at times Berlin to arrange for the defection of a Russian colonel from
the eastern zone. The defection
falls flat around the middle of
the film, but by then Palmer is
completely involved in a new
game: Where are the papers?
There is tremendous confusion
THERE IS also the danger of
gaining some rare disease from over some identification docunamed Broume.
the unimmaculate "hair shirt" ments on a man
that he uses for a barber's Zionists are looking for him to
sheet. But, these are the chances claim money he stole from the
Gerthat all hairy men must take at Jews during the war. EastCaine
are looking for him.
one time or another if they avail mans
is looking for him. He turns out,
themselves of Thomkinson's by
some strange complication,
service.
to be Caine's sidekick.
kidding
aside,
All
Thomkinson
During
rest of the picture,
is gaining a good reputation for everybodythe
Caine changes
except
his skill in the art of cutting hair. sides at least twice. But Caine
Anyone who would rather not is successful in the end so they
pay $2.25 or more to a barber in
make more Harry Palmer
downtown Seattle can give him can
And Ihope they do.
pictures.
a call at Campion, room 1129. Only Ihope they
are better than
He needs the six bits!

..

Campus Barber Bobs Dorm Heads
By JIM DAVIS

Joe Thomkinson has been
cutting hair since The
Friend Next Door expressed the willingness to pay him a
quarter for ahaircut rather than
pay $2.25 to the local barber.
This happened five years ago.
Thomkinson is still cutting hair
—now for 75 cents.

his observation that there exists
no scalp that is not distinct from
another. He treats each head
individually.

FOR EXAMPLE, there is the
client who, being a member of
the ROTC, needs a trim quite
often to avoid the wrath of the
commanding officer. Each hair
must be cut individuallyfor each
hair is inspected! Another example is the scalp of the fashion-

Presently Thomkinson has
about 30 clients; all of them re- able Mod. The hair growing
siding in Campion Tower and from the crown of his skull is
each of them possessing a uni- rarely touched by the scissors.
que head of hair! It has been However, the hair growing on

the back of the neck needs to be
"blocked" or "shingled."
There are also the thin hair,

the thick hair, the curly hair,
the straight hair, the oily hair,
the dry hair or any combination
of these. Each one affords the
barber a new experience.
Thomkinson warns that he who
is getting his hair cut is not
necessarily free from injury to
other parts of his anatomy.
There is danger in that the customer may not escape without
a nicked chin or an ear boxed
with one of Thomkinson's rapidly movingforearms.

—

this one.
OSKAR HOMOLKA is a little
bit too obnoxious to be real as
the Russian colonel. And Eva
Summer jobs with the Yellow- Renzi, making her first appearPark
availCompany
stone
are
as an Israeli agent, is a
able to S.U. students who suc- ance
nice-looking girl, period.
cessfully complete short trainThe filming, on location in
ing courses to be conducted at Berlin and London, is excellently
1625
CommunityCollege,
Seattle
done. The camerawork is imBroadway.
pressive; and, of course, a color
Job openings range from cash- movie is always fun.
ier to shower attendant with
Generally,"Funeral in Berlin"
about 1,500 vacancies to be is an average or above average
filled.
thriller. But it is certainly not
Applicants will be required to up to the standards that most
attend an afternoon or evening movie-goers have come to exclass once a week for a total of pect from a Michael Caine pic30 to 36 hours. Upon successful ture.

Jobs Available

completion of the class, students
will be given a guaranteedposition. The course provides valuable, practical work so that the
student will be able to perform
well from the very start of the

season.

IT'S ONLY A PAPER MOUNTAIN: It
may be only a paper Diamond Head but
it is a reminder of home for members

of one of S.U.'s most active clubs. The
Hawaiian club built the replica for the
1967 HomecomingDisplays.

Fashion-minded
Rate Scholarship

Tobe-Coburn School for Fashion Careers in New York City
is offering four full-time fashion fellowships to senior women graduating in 1967. The
school will make its awards
early this spring.
Each fellowship covers the
full tuition of $1,750 for the one-

Applicants should be at least
18 years of age.The Yellowstone
Park Company points out that
although the base salary may
not be as high as for some city
jobs, first season employees can
save from $350 to $400 during
the summer.
year course.
The Placement Office has apSenior women may obtain
plication blanks and informa- Fashion Fellowship registration
tion.
hlanks from thp AWS Offir#>
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Responsible Forum Suggested
To the Editor:

Ihave followed with interest
the recent series of exchanges
on the relative merits of learning
in the honors program "Root Cellar," and learning in the general

University program.
Having lived in the underground for a year (until Mama
Skunk abandoned me to the Upper Outer) and having frolicked
for three following years in the
Sunlit Clearing, I observe that
neither the Root Cellar nor the
garlanded Sun Worshippers know
much about how the other lives.

John Moen's attack on the University began with the ill-tested
assumption that, across the
board, there is little useful education going on outside the honors program.
OF THE letters in response,
Fr. Louis Gaffney's probably best
represented the general campus
feeling about 'honors; yet he, too,
began with the unsupported thesis that the University generally
is "a most delightful place for
all the animals," and that honors is a skunk-den closed away
from all sunshine and fresh air.
Without further comment on
the other letters (like Fr.
Charles Wolleson's disgusting

broadside of personal attack on
Moen), Isimply marvel that educated university people would
propose to discuss their programs behind shields of gross
bias and misinformation. You're
all on the same campus; why not
take some time for constructive
investigation of what both programs are actually doing, and
then write your public letters?
1

'If the Size Fits
4)
(Continued from page

ate class was of the opinion that
I, the teacher, had no more to
contribute to that class than any
one of the 19 students present or
of all of them together, Icould
invite him to find a new class

or a new course.

AND IF Ithought that I, the
teacher, had no more to contribute than any one or all of the 19
together, I'd find myself a new
job.
Maybe Walling and some of the

other honors program students
would like to try out some of the
classes in the Bannan Building
for size.
Francis Wood, S.J.
Head, electrical

engineering department

The first attack came from the
honors program. I think the first
step in reopening a responsible
forum must be theirs. Here is
my proposal:

FIRST, the second year honors
students should compile a list of
their study materials for a oneweek bloc of all their classes,
and publish this list in advance.

Then they should adjust their
schedule for that week and transfer their classes to a larger (and
neutral) place like the Lemieux
Library Auditorium, and all
members of the University community should be invited to observe the seminar method in

practice.

In a week, there would be
enough seminars at different

times that everyone interested
could attend at least one. Further, the library auditorium is
small enough to preserve the
personal, informal nature of a

seminar.
The Spectator should appoint a
responsible individual to attend
these meetings. In addition, the
Faculty Senate should select an
observer.

SECONDLY, I think there's a
hefty difference between seeing
others in dialog and participating
yourself. After the first week of
observation, an honors instructor
should prepare a list of materials
for one seminar and publish it.
Then, all non-honors persons who
wish to participate in a dialog
gathering should sign up and

their say at this meeting.
Fourthly, The Spectator should
schedule a series of columns and
Sounding Board articles on the
results of these investigations.
FIFTHLY, the Faculty Senate
should compile its observations
and recommendations in a letter
to Fr. Robert Bradley and one to
Fr. Thomas O'Brien. These should
also be published.
Fr. O'Brien initiated the honors
program nearly 10 years ago, as
an experiment. After these 10
years, with an investment of well

over a quarter-million dollars of
University funds, it's certainly
time for an evaluation. But the
kind of mutually misinformed
and misanthropic invective

which, thus far, has characterized the debate is hardly a worthy answer to this task.
The approach mentioned here
or some other idea should be

'Editorial Defensive; '
Statements Appalling
To the Editor:

There have been many appalling statements made in the
course of the discussion of theUniversity's educational p r a c
tics. But none was more appalling than The Spectator's editorial
suggestion that dissatisfaction on
the part of honors graduates
should be dealt with by changing
the program "to make it compatible with the remainder of the
University curriculum."
This is a purely defensive attitude which, aware of the handwriting on the wall in the form
of a continued drop in attendance, would destroy the inter-

pretor.

LET ME first make it clear
that Idisagree with nearly every
specific point in John Moen's
article. That is, Ihave not found
initiated promptly and super- and do not expect to find in the
vised by a respected faculty next two years an insufficient
member who teaches in both number of courses, an overly
spheres without administrative homogeneous student body or
burdens.
"pedantic classicism on the part
I would suggest that someone of the majority of the faculty"
like Mr. James Tallarico be tap- where their subject matter is
ped and get on the job at once. concerned.
All sides, Ithink, have a hell of
There is, however, some truth
a lot to learn.
in his objections to static instrucDick Twohy
tional methods, and this is not
simply a matter of comparing
1966 S.U. graduate

seminars to lectures and finding
the latter wanting, as Vic Walling's article would suggest.
As honors students and gradu-

ates, our view of these methods
is a result of what is significant
about honors training itself, a significance which has evidently escaped notice in some quarters.

The program is not Fr. Thomas
O'Brien, S.J., or any teacher in
it. Rather it is the material
which we students are given the
opportunity to read, and the effort required to understand art
and thought and actions which
have been judged masterly and
significant by other ages. The
existence of this material and the
(Continued on page 13)

Priest Praised
To the Editor:
Not to change the subject, but
appreciation should be conveyed
to Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J., University chaplain, and all the Jes-

uits who have taken their time
to provide Sunday Masses and
confessions on campus. Special
thanks go to our "traveling sermoners." These campus Masses
have certainly helped to draw
together our University family.
Peggy Boyle

He Transferred; Likes S.U.
plaints if Iwere still at the state
university from which I transferred. It is a community in itself with 31,000 people. The impersonal administrativeair there
was necessarily "apathetic," and

call by name and of individual
counseling. Apathy? Hardly. I
have observed only a minimal
amount of what Iwould call ob-

read the materials. The instructor should then schedule a seminar for these non-honors people
only (say, at 7 p.m. in a Bannan conference room).

To the Editor:
My indeed rare, wonderful experience of transferring to S.U.
was facilitated by the warm
smiles by which Iwas greeted on

THIRDLY, the honors student
should select one teacher's name,
at random, from each department in the College of Arts and

ACTUALLY, I find more stuthere was some carry-over of
this feeling into the classroom.
dent participation here than on
For instance, whereas the ma- my previous campus. To illusjority of professors would distrate: Although there have alalike and that unless Iwas strong courage questions in class in or- ways been those students who
in character Iwould succumb to der to save time, class discussion pan student government (and the
the same philosophy. Not sur- here is a recognized, important ASSU in particular), there is inprisingly, none of my informant's mode of learning. And whereas volvementhere as shown by those
notions has materialized. But at that university social grouping who have reacted to President
was immediately obvious and rig- Gary Meisenburg's veto policies
unexpectedly, Ihave heard heated discussions about an apathetic orously enforced, here, if lack of and to the recent Senate resignaatmosphere whichhas permeated unity is created by the students, tions.
it is at least transitory and at
Often the cry of "apathy" is a
S.U. activities and academics.
best not apparent. This is not to projection to the outside world
I
THINK it is typical of college say that there aren't exceptions of a boredom with one's own instudents to generalize their im- on both campuses.
ner inert life. We tend to think
mediate situations: We are terStudents here enjoy the advan- of apathy at S.U. as if it threatribly idealistic at times. And I tage of selecting classes in terms ened the social and even acawonder if the complaints about of both the professor and the demic community. As if it were
apathy aren't realLy a demonstra- time period. Also, we enjoy the a real force. As if we were not
policies of refunded money for S.U. As if!
tion of this idealism.
Icould understand these com- class withdrawals, of class roll
Charles Harbaugh

Sciences.
For each teacher, two honors
students should read his materials for a given class, in ad-

vance, and then attend that class
for a week (and take a test).
They should then compile their

observations from all the classes
and hold a meeting in Bannan
Auditorium some evening for a
report, with questions and comments from the audience (or an
appearance on the ASSU noontime entertainment program?)
All persons who had observed
and then participated in the earlier seminars should also have

registration day.
Ihad been cautioned about my
transfer that there was a "narrow philosophy" at S.U., propagated by student and professor

jectivity.

Diamond Congratulations
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Is Theory Correct?
Dr. Cook to Find Out

'Students Should Exercise Minds'
(Continued from page 12)
duty of us all as human beings to
become acquainted with it are
simply not within S.U.'s admin-

istrative control.
Moreover, whetherthe object of
learning is a set of facts or a
play, it should be unnecessary to
point out that such objects possess no significance of themselves, but that an active and orderly mind alone can know by
categorizing and relating. It is
not enough to see it done. One
must do it oneself, and human
nature being what it is, one must
sometimes be made to do it.

THAT IS to say, in part, honors

students' criticisms contain the

implicit recognition that they are
dependent on the University, as
are all students, to constitute itself a framework wherein they
are both encouraged and forced
to develop.
Therefore, we are all here as
untrained human beings asking
to be initiated into ways of thinking and handling problems, some
of them peculiar to our chosen
field. Consequently we must be
presented with such problems to

tackle for ourselves rather than

simply with a particular set of
solutions, although these may be

valid ones.
Teachers should, therefore,

'Critics Not Disloyal'
To the Editor:
John Moen's pompous letter
criticized S.U. in general, and
the administration in particular.
Vic Walling criticized student ap?
athy. Fr. Powers criticized
(I don't read Middle English— or
Middle Pedantry). These controversies can be resolved into a
single problem, based on the recognition of dual rights and privileges.
A university is a community of
scholars, albeit of unequal ones.
The students must challenge the
teachers; the teachers must challenge the students.

—

THIS MEANS that teachers

must not "teach" courses from
notes they took as students 25

years ago. It also means that a
course cannot consist of paraphrases of the textbook, as was
done in a sociology course Itook
last quarter. As Vic Walling said,
facts can be learned outside of
classes. It is the duty of teachers to express the difference that
their learning has made in their
intellectual and emotional life,
not to dispense a superficial overlay of fact.
Despite some indications to the
contrary, teachers are human.
They need student encouragement, student challenge to make
extra effort worthwhile. Unfortunately, too many S.U. students
are intellectual parasites whose
only contribution to the University community is cheering when

jt

THIS SIMPLE procedure is not
normally followed in the University at large within my experience, much less any testing of
conclusions in the way of discussion or papers. The same prob-

lem appears in core classes
whereinstudents are taught when
and in what circumstances Boethius composed the "Consolations" and St. Paul the Epistles,
but not the ways in which these
may be attacked as problems in
understanding.

the basketball team is ahead.
The attitude of many students is
a selfish one which is in part

necessary because

make it a major part of their
service to point out disputed questions and material treating different aspects of the issue, whether this be the decline of Spain,
the significance of the French
Revolution for the appearance
of music romanticism or some
current scientific hypothesis.

provides

concentration and discipline.
However, if students would only
open up and give of themselves,
they would find that the rewards
exceed the risk.
As Walling wrote, each student
learns not only from the teacher
in an open classroom, but from
every person in the room. Student hesitancy in voicing an opinion for fear of being wrong must
be overcome, for learning comes
only through error.
OFTEN IHAVE seen teachers
pleading with students for class
discussion. Mr. Val Laigo, of the
art department, has difficulty
getting students to say whether
or not they like a particular
painting. And Ihave seen teachers cut off a class discussion by
pointing to the demands of schedules, or by hedging a question
because it isn't covered in the
chapter.
Class dialog and overall improvement at S.U. are each a
two-way street. And when students and teachers realize that to
criticize is not to be disloyal and
begin to desire more from a university than a salary and vocational training, S.U. will become
a gathering place for enthusiastic scholars teachers and students.
Mary Ann Frushour

—

When we are not aware of unclarities, we do not see the need
to resolve them— it is that simple.
It may be argued that one of the

skills to be acquired is that of
discovering difficulties, and this
is true to a large extent. But
if it were strictly true there
would be no need for such a
thing as a university.
Therefore, all that we honors
students are saying is that we
would like to exercise our minds
as well as fill our memories, i.e.,
to think causally as well as learn
causes.

Dr. Cook Studies Damselflies
so similar utilize their habitat
By GALE WERNTZ
Is this theory correct? Two differently, which they must do
species cannot coexist unless if the theory is correct?
they utilize their habitat differDr. Cook plans to examine
ently. Dr. Paul Cook, of the bi- these answers to this problem:
ology department, began two That the damselflies lay eggs or
years ago to search for an an- feed on different levels in the
swer to this question by experi- water; that they instinctively
menting with damselflies.
"set up territories" in which to
Dr. Cook now does laboratory live; that they have different
work on his project in the Old times of emergence from the
Science Building, but plans to immature stage or grow at difbegin field trips on March 15 to ferent rates and that they eat
lakes in the Columbia Wildlife different food.
Dr. Cook has already begun to
Refuge near Othello, Wash.
many of these answers.
explore
by
assisted
He will be
S.U.
times
senior Art Antonelly, who isnow Hehas experimentedwith
fascinating
doing preparatory studying for of emergence ("It's
to watch them emerge," he
the project.
says) and dissected the damselDR. COOK works with four flies' stomachs to analyze food
species of damselflies. Accord- items.
ing to Dr. Cook, these species
HOWEVER, TTIE project is
were chosen because of the still
in its preliminary stage.
similarity
between the two
great
larger-sizedandbetween the two Though a few results have been
obtained Dr. Cook says "We are
smaller-sized species.
keeping a completely open
Thus, the problem is raised: mind."
How do two species which are
He says that in a project of
this type it takes about five
years "before you see any progress." He says mostof the "final
information" will be found "in
the field."
Two years ago, Dr. Cook did
some work in the field, particularly in a lake in the Columbia
National Wildlife Refuge which
he calls "Horn Lake." He was
assisted in this work by David
Parvin, S.U. graduate.
The project will eventually involve a complete analysis of the
plant life, animal life and food
materials in the lake.

AS FAR AS Iam concerned,
the scope for independent study
and personal development here
is immense. It is simply the precising aids and opportunities for
testing conclusions which are
lacking. Intellectual apathy is
apparent in almost every class,
but it may well be due to the
afore-mentionedteaching lack and
in any case is not a matter requiring condemnationbut pity.
Although the honors program is
by no means perfect, it is by virtue of it training that we see
apathy with regard to what there
is to be done with the material
at hand.
In closing, Imust point out that

doubts about the value of a
Core Critique are only confirmed
on observing the apparent mass
hysteria engendered by a few
criticisms of University methods.
my

Mary Kay
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HockeyNight Set; Workman, Latest Super-Chief,
Ticket Price Low Thrives Under Game Pressure
By TERRY ZAREMBA
Johnny O'Brien, who
played basketball at S.U.
from 1951-53, was the first
of Seattle's "Super Chiefs." This
term has also been applied to
ElginBaylor,Eddie Miles, Charlie Williams and most recently
to Tom Workman who is presently an S.U. senior.
Workman has been a basket-

TOTEMS ATTACK GOAL: Pictured above is a sample
of the action due Friday, Feb. 10 when Seattle meets the
Portland Buckaroos. Student priced tickets for the game
go on sale Monday.
S.U. students can pur- net-tender, is next with a 2.63
average.
chase tickets at cut rates,
Anyone witnessing the game
beginning Monday, to see is assured of his money'sworth.
S.U. students can buy tickets
two good hockey teams.
at bargain rates a double
Totems
On Feb. 10 the Seattle
value.
and Portland Buckaroos will
collide in the Coliseum. So far
BURGUNDY BLEUS will be
this season, the Totems and selling game tickets on campus
Buckaroos have split five starting Monday. The tickets
will be available in the Chiefgames.
tain from 10 a.m.-l p.m., in the
PORTLAND TOPS the West- ROTC buildingfrom 2-4 p.m. and
ern Hockey League by 10 at Campion Tower from 5-6 p.m.
points. Seattle,after a slow start,
There is a 50-cent deduction
has skated into the first divi- on the $2 and $2.50 tickets.
sion. The rivalry between the
This marks the first time that
two clubs has built up over the an S.U. night has been set up
years and any contest involving by the Totems. A U.W. night
the two promises plenty of ac- has also been scheduled for the

—

tion.

The two toughest goalies in
the league will clash in the
game. Portland's goalie, Don
Head, leads in goals-againstaverage. Jim MacLeod, Seattle

Papooses Entertain
Western Washington

Feb. 10 affair.

10 rebounds as S.U. eked out a

74-72 victory.
THIS YEAR, Workman has
been having a harder time finding the range, but is still scoring
over 20 points a game. In two
of this year's games especially,
Workman played outstanding
basketball. He scored 32 points
in S.U.'s double overtime win
against Los Angeles State including the winningpoints.
ball star ever since his high
He also saved the day in this
school days. In his senior year, season's most exciting game
he and Mike Acres, who is pres- which was played against Brigentlyan S.U. guard, led Seattle's ham Young University.With
Blanchet High to the Western seven seconds left in regulation
Conference championship with a time, S.U. was down by three
perfect record.
points.
S.U. landed Workman and he
John Wilkins made the first
went on to have a fine season shot of a two shot foul, then
with the 1963-64 Papooses. The purposely missed the second.
Baby Chiefs never lost a game Workman took the rebound from
as the former high school All- the grasp of a 6-foot-11 BYU
American led the team inscoring. player and put in the two points
HIS DEBUT with the varsity to tie the game. S.U. went on
was auspicious as he led the to win in overtime.
Chieftains with 22 points even
Despite the time he spends in
though they lost the game. He basketball, Workman is a good
went through the season showing student. He is an English major
a remarkable ability to score with an eye toward teaching. He
from both the outside and the maintains a 3.0 g.p.a. and last
inside, but his defensive ability quarter made the honor roll with
was still undeveloped.
a 3.5.
He ended up scoring 396 points
as a sophomore and pulling
down 209 rebounds. Last year as
a junior, Workman had an exceptional year.
He sank better than half of

his shots from the floor as he
scored at a 22.12 points-a-game
average. He rebounded well as
usual, but also he played better
defense and team ball than he
had done before.
The high point of last season
was, of course, the Chieftains'
defeat of Texas Western, the
eventual NCAA champs. In that
game, Workman played nearly
errorless ball. He sank nineof 11
shots from the floor and grabbed

Women Basketballers
Play SPC Saturday

Badminton games have been
switched to 7:30-9 p.m. in the
gymon Monday.
After the badminton on Mondays, the women's basketball
team will practice from 9-10 p.m.
The coeds will continue to work
out Thursday from 7-10 p.m.
Catherine Green, basketball
adviser, will choose a squad this

week to compete Saturday
against Seattle Pacific College
and Western Washington State
College.
The S.U. coeds will play SPC
at 9 a.m. and WWSC at 2 p.m.
Both games are in the SPC gym.
The women dribblers have

four more contests scheduled
during winter quarter. Three of
these games will be played at 7
p.m. in the S.U. gym on Thursday.
Skagit Valley College is the
coeds first home opponent on
Feb. 2.

Approaches Made to UW Refused;
Student Pressure Forces Decision Regatta With 3
(Continued from page 11)

The Papooses, boasting a four
game winning streak, entertain reached, the game would still
the J.V. squad from Western be two years away.
Washington at 5:50 p.m. SaturBoth universities have anday in the Coliseum.
nounced that their schedules for

Starts Wed. Feb. Ist, 8 p.m.
RESERVED SEATS NOW AT BOX OFFICE
OR BY MAIL!
Ph. MU 2-0272 for Reservations

sweeps VOUinto a drama ofspeedandspectacle!

next season are nearly filled

much more scholarly?
Financially, a Chieftain-Husky
AT THE advisory conference, encounter would be a boon to
The S.U. Yacht Club, origione of the argumentslikely to be both schools' resources. The
nally scheduled to sail in a reagainst
game
mentioned
the
has rivalry could stimulate new in- gatta this weekend, instead will
to do with the unequal academic terest in the U.W. program.
race Saturday, Feb. 4.
standards for the two schools'
The yachters competition will
encourage the game. But
athletes. Five years ago this ourWeskepticism
is turning to come from the U.W., Pacific
myth might have stood up.
despair over the Lutheran University, and the
The U.W. requires its athletes humorous
University of Puget Sound.
position.
non-committal
on scholarship to enter the uni- U.W.'s
versity with a 2.5 g.p.a. The

Schools Delayed

minimum at S.U. is 2.0.
The Husky frosh, Steiner
proudly mentioned, maintained
a 3.0 in their first quarter. The
Papooses do not matchthe mark
yet the two squads compete.
On the varsity level, the Chieftains averaged over a 3.0 g.p.a.
Can the U.W. varsity be that

Beavers Trample V.C.'s;
Party Dumps Chamber Party

In intramural basketball
games played Saturday, His
Merry Men overcame the En-

HAPPY HOUR FRIDAY! 1-4 P.M.

FLIPS and SCOOPS
TWO FOR ONE

JAMES GARNER EVAMARIE SAINT YVESMOffIAND
TOSHIRO MIFUNE BRIANBEDFORD JESSIC/UMDER
AI\frOIMIO SABATO
- HAROY
FRANQOISE
"
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MARTIN CINERAMA THEATRE
2100 4th Av*. Seattle
For group rate information, call
Mildred Carey at MU 2-0272
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Workman Leap* For Two

Liquor Board I.D. Please
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14th between Madison and Union

HAPPY HOUR
After The Game

DANCING

gineers 56-33, while the

rolled over the Chamber 54-53.
In the final game the Beavers
edged the V.C.'s 42-35.
The Merry Men's victory was
due to the combined efforts of
Mike Tronquet and Bob Bastasch, who contributed 14 and 12
points, respectively. The Party
beat the Chambers through the
shooting of Andy Bruks, who
totaled 24 points to lead all
scorers. Scott McDonald put in
22 points for the losers.
The Beavers beat the V.C.'s
through a team effort. Dave
Hoogerwerf scored 10 points with
Mike Doran and Mike Schuller
putting in 7 each. Wally Deßord
was high scorer for the V.C.'s
with 15 points.

Spirits Section
The Spirits will be temporarily resurrected for Saturday's Homecoming game.
All students sitting in the
cheering section are requested to wear white shirts.
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'Lord of the Rings' Recommended
As a Thorougly Enjoyable Book

change gifts. A more likeable greatest way ever discovered
to legally blow your mind,"
"Rings" tells a story that is
truly interesting and exciting.
The reader's interestrarelyebbs.
This is no mean feat considering
the fact that each book of the
trilogy contains well over 400
pages.
Different people who have
read "Rings" have derived vastly different meaningfrom it. Dr.
Timothy Leary has called Tolkien's work "a greatpsychedelic
novel." Many readers have compared the situation in Middleearth to the situation in our
world around the time of World
of the
with War 11. But Tolkien says in his
tains
Frodo's
encounters
?he Rings," which is enchanting trolls, ores and the Dark Riders foreword, "As far as any meanreaders on college campuses all of Mordor. It is only through ing or message,it has none. It is
over America. Time magazine the helpof myriad elves, dwarfs neither allegorical nor topical."
alls Tolkien's work the "in" and other allies that Frodo is
So it is just a story. But it is
book of the year.
able to continue his expedition. a uniquely exciting and delightRings"
con"The Lord of the
reasons for the popularity ful story, one that is different,
cerns a little people known as ofThe
"The
Lord of the Rings" are remarkably different, yet thorhobbits, who live in the coziest
certainlyone of them oughly enjoyable.
part of a world called Middle- many, and
great way to escape from
is
a
peaceful,
"arth. Hobbits are a
socifriendly folk who like to eat the frustrating, doubt-filled
ety in which we live. In "Ring"
about six times a day, love to
is never any doubt who
throw lavish parties and ex- there
the good guys are. The reader
can hiss the Black Riders and
A special ad hoc committee
cheer Frodo and his companions was formed on Nov. 15 to exknowing all along that when it is plore the possibility of an M.A.
all over, the forces of evil will program in theology to be con(Continuedfrom page 6)
somehow be overcome.
ducted during summer session
the U.S. any obligation,he might
story takes at S.U.
The
action
of
the
Canada.
He
go
couldas well to
lush
Committee members are Fr.
n't retain his citizenship or the place in some of the most
Fearon, 0.P., (chairman),
Tolkien's
country
imaginable,
John
rights that go with it, of course.
imagery is fantastic and has the
soothing the
A MAN MUST live with him- strange ability of
most
neurosis-laden
student:
self, and if deep down inside he
"In the morning, Frodo woke
believes the war is wrong, he
in a Today
has no military obligation. It refreshed. He was lying
tree
would be better for him to go bower made by a livingdroopMeetings
where he wouldn't have to serve with branches laced and
Town Girls, 7 p.m., Chieftain
than to allow him to stay in ing to the ground; his bed was lounge.
America and enjoy the benefits of fern and grass, deep and soft
Gamma Sigma Phi officers, 6
pnd strangely fragrant. The sun p.m.,
McHugh.
of his citizenship."
Col. Matter appendixed his was shining through the flutterGamma Sigma Phi general, 7
green
remarks, "We're just glad that ing leaves which were still
p.m., McHugh.
A Phi O March of Dimes, 7
the number of young men immi- upon the tree."
1162 22nd Ave. E.
p.m.,
large
grating to Canada is not
Phi Chi Theta, 7:30 p.m., McBESIDES BEING, as one
enough to warrant immediate
in
beard from Pomona put it, "the Hugh. All women majoring
concern."
economics and commerce and finance intending to pledge the national women's business sorority
may attend.
Reminders
Seniors and juniors who regis- has not changedhis address since
A series of training meetings
tered in advance may pick up the last report.
for S.U. men who would like to
transcripts from the registrar's
Seniors and graduate students act as lectors at Sunday Masses
office through Friday.
who plan to graduate in June will be Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m.
must file an application for de- in McHugh Hall. The meetings
The Immigration and Nation- gree with the registrar's office by will be sponsored by the Chrisality Act requires that aliens in Feb. 15. Applications for degrees tian Activities Program.
Interested students who are
the U.S. on Jan. 1 of each year will be issued only upon presentashall report their address. This is tion of receipt from the treasur- unable to attend these meetings
should contact Tom Hamilton or
required even though the alien er's office indicating that the
Brian Nelson in McHugh Hall,
graduation fee (bachelor's, $20,
master's, $45) has been paid.
campus ext. 350.
Mary Alice Lee
Lector sign-up lists will be
posted in Campion Tower.
Office of the Registrar
By PETE DEERING

The signs are every- people would be hard to find.
But a mysterious ring given
where. A bearded Univer- to the prominent hobbit, Frodo
sity Way hippy wears his Baggins, by his uncle Bilbo Baggins, threatens the very exist"Frodo Lives" button. A ence of the happy life in the
"Come to Middle-earth" travel Shire. In the hands of Sauron,
poster hangs on the third floor the Dark Lord, the ring would
give him domination over all
of Xavier Hall, and a professor Middle-earth. Gandalf the Grey,
who wants to let his students a powerful wizard and friend of
know that he's really "in" car- the hobbits, persuades Frodo to
ries a copy of "The Fellowship destroy the ring by carrying it
the mysterious Land of Morof the Ring" around campus. to
dor where Sauron dwells.
in
Yes!
Tolkien has arrived
Seattle.
THE JOURNEY comprises the
J. R. R. Tolkien is the author main part of the work and confantasy triology, "Lord of
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IT MAY HURT! Contestants in the Homecoming beardgrowing contest contemplate the task of removing the
growth. The beards are a traditional part of Homecoming, although the ROTC and some girl friends wish they
weren't.

Theology M.A. Program Probed

Avoiding Draft

SMOKt SICN4IS

Official Notices

" " "

"""

Classified

Ads]

MISC.
RIDE WANTED: Eight o'clock class.
Lake City araa, 4518 N.E. 93rd.
Share expenses. Bob Irby, LA 4-

Fr. James King, S.J., Fr. William Le Roux, S.J. and Fr.
Roger Blanchette, S.J. AH are
members of S.U.'s theology department.
THE COMMITTEE was appointed by Fr. Webster Patterson, S.J., head of S.U.'s theology department. According to
Fr. Fearon, the work of the
committee "is not the action of
the whole theology faculty."
Plans and preparations for
an M.A. program in theology,
according to Fr. Fearon, would
require about two years. The
program would have to be approved by the theology depart-

ment, the graduate council

sion."

ACCOUNTING
STUDENTS
$585 -$685

Representatives of City of Seattle
wall be at the Placement Office
Monday afternoon, Jan. 30. Call
now for an interview appointment.

-3747.

THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich, WE 7-2423.

GO! GO! GO! CHIEFS

HELP WANTED

AND

BOY WANTED: Will exchange nica
room and bath for some babysitting, lawn care, and odd jobs. Ten-

APTS.. ROOMS

"

WOMEN ONLY. North Broadway,
newly decorated, view, kitchen,
laundry privileges. $30. EA 3-8454.

Happy Hour
7-8
Monday - Thursday

Business students, do all the budget
problems balance -except your own?
An NB of C Special Checking account may help you stay in the
black! A great way to organize your budget and provides a
recordof expenditures.No need to carry excess cash. No minimum balance. No service charge. Pay only a dime a check.
Inquiretoday!

AJD*f^
INI>V>

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

Member Federal Oeposil Insurance CwpOfltion

I.D. Please

...

GO! GO! Those Corsages for
the Homecoming Dance

year-old boy. Capitol Hill. Some
meals. Must anjoy children and
athletics. EA 5-1050.

THE
CHAMBER

and

the academic council.
FR. FEARON says that the
success of the committee will
"depend upon how good the
idea is. The harder the committee works, the more imaginative and realistic it is, the better the possibility of success."
In Fr. Fearon's opinion, the
M.A. program should include
"not necessarily more and
more research," which he feels
is "a waste of time," but instead "assist the student in the
acquisition of the basic art of
communication and persua-

EVERY TYPE OF CORSAGE

fU/

"

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE

|fe>

"

FREE DORM DELIVERY

Call, and your order will be ready

Broadway Central Florist
EA 4-3600

410 Broadway E.

